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Abstract 

Modeling phonological units of speech is a critical issue 
in speech recognition. In this paper, we report our recent 
development of an overlapping feature-based phonologi-
cal model which gives long-span contextual dependency. 
We extend our earlier work by incorporating high-level 
linguistic constraints in automatic construction of the 
feature overlapping patterns. The main linguistic in-
formation explored includes morpheme, syllable, sylla-
ble constituent categories and word stress markers. We 
describe a consistent computational framework devel-
oped for the construction of the feature-based model, 
and report preliminary results of an experiment on use 
of the feature-based model as the HMM state topology 
for speech recognition. 

1 Introduction 
Modeling phonological units of speech, also referred to 
as pronunciation or lexicon modeling, is a critical issue 
in automatic speech recognition. Over the past sev-
eral years, we have been studying this issue from com-
putational phonology perspectives, motivated by some 
recent versions of nonlinear phonology theory (2, 7). 
The computational framework developed is based on 
sub-phonemic, overlapping articulatory features where 
the rule-governed overlapping pattern can be described 
mathematically as a finite-state automaton and each 
state in the automaton corresponds to a feature bundle 
with relative timing information specified (5, 6). In this 
paper, we report our new development of the feature-
based phonological model which incorporates high-level 
linguistic (mainly prosodic) constraints for automatic 
construction of the feature overlapping patterns. We 
also report some preliminary results of an experiment 
on use of the feature-based model as the HMM state 
topology for speech recognition. 

In our feature-based phonological model used for 
speech recognition, feature overlapping patterns are 
converted to an HMM state-transition network. Each 
state is an overlapped feature bundle and represents 
a unique, symbolically-coded articulatory configura-
tion responsible for producing speech acoustics from 

that state. When the features of adjacent segments 
(phonemes) overlap asynchronously in time, new states 
are derived which model either the transitional phases 
between the segments or the allophanic alternations 
caused by the influence of context. Since feature 
overlapping is not restricted to immediate neighbor-
ing segments, this approach is expected to show advan-
tages over the conventional context dependent model-
ing based on diphones or triphones. Use of diphone or 
triphone units necessarily limits the context influence to 
only immediately close neighbors, and demands a large 
amount of training because of the enumeratively large 
number of the units (especially the triphone units). 

In our previous work, the feature overlapping pat-
terns were constructed based only on the information 
about the phoneme (i.e., segment) identity in each ut-
terance to be modeled. It is apparent that a wealth of 
linguistic factors beyond the level of phoneme, such as 
prosodic information (syllable, morpheme, stress, ut-
terance boundaries, etc.), directly control the low-level 
feature overlapping. Thus, it is desirable to use such 
high-level linguistic information to control and to con-
strain the feature overlapping effectively. As an ex-
ample, in pronouncing the word display, the generally 
unaspirated /p/ is constrained by the condition that an 
fs/ precedes it in the same syllable onset. On the other 
hand, in pronouncing the word displace, dis is lexically 
constrained as a morpheme of one syllable and /p/ in 
the initial position of the next syllable subsequently 
tends to be aspirated. 

In order to systematically exploit the high-level lin-
guistic information for constructing the overlapping 
feature-based phonological model in speech recognition, 
we need to develop a computational framework and 
methodology in a principled way. Such a methodol-
ogy must be sufficiently comprehensive to cover a wide 
variety of utterances (including spontaneous speech) so 
as to be successful in speech recognition. Development 
of such a methodology is the focus of the research re-
ported in this paper. 

2 Use of Linguistic Constraints 
Our general approach to pronunciation modeling is 
based on the assumption that high-level (above the 
phoneme or prosodic) linguistic information controls, in 
a systematic and predictable way, feature overlapping 
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across feature dimensions through long-span phoneme 
sequences. The high-level linguistic/prosodic informa-
tion to be used for constraining feature overlapping pat-
terns includes 

• utterance, word, morpheme and syllable bound-
aries (syllable boundaries are possibly shifted by 
resyllabification.) 

• syllable constituent categories: onset, nucleus and 
cod a 

• word stress 

Morpheme boundary and syllabification is seen to in-
fluence aspirationjunaspiration of stops as in dis-place 
and mis-place versus di-splay. Association of the phone 
with a syllable constituent influences pronunciation in 
many ways. For example, feature spreading or mixing 
is stronger in coda than in onset; there is strong ten-
dency of consonantal tongue-blade feature reduction in 
coda; and stops are often unreleased in coda but not so 
in onset, etc. The stress information conditions the ap-
plication of the alveolar-flap rule. Utterance and word 
boundaries condition several types of boundary phe-
nomena. Examples of the boundary phenomena are 
glottalized word onset and breathy word ending, as well 
as the affrication rule (e.g., compare at right with try). 

2.1 A Parser for English Syllable Structure 
The high-level linguistic information is obtained by a 
recursive transition network-based morphological par-
ser (4], using a pronunciation dictionary. The transition 
network is derived from a set of context-free grammar 
rules describing the syllable structure of English words. 
The CFG rules used for constructing the transition net-
work are as follows: 1 

Word -t (Init-Onset] V (CvCluster] (Final-Coda] 
Init-Onset -t C I p,ll p,r I p,w I p,y I b,l I b,r I b,w I 

b,y I t,r I t,w I t,y 1 d,r I d,w I d,y I k,l I k,r 1 k,w 
I k,y 1 g,ll g, r 1 g,w I g,y 1 f,l 1 f,r 1 f,y 1 v,l 1 v,r 1 
v,y I th,r I th,w I th,y I s,p I s,p,y I s,t I s,t,y I s,k 
I s,k,y I s,f I s,m I s,n I s,ll s,w I s, y I sh,p I s h,m 
I sh,l I sh,r I sh,w I hh,y I hh,w I m,y I n,y ll,y I 
s,p,ll s,p,r I s,t,r I s,k,l I s,k,r I s,k,w 

CvCluster -t [MidC] V [CvCluster] 

MidC -t MidC41 I MidC31 I MidC32 I MidC20 I 
MidC21I C 

MidC41 -t C, s, C, C 
MidC31 -t s, C, C I C, s, C I Nas, Fri, Lqd I Nas, Stp, 

Gld, I Nas, Obs, r I Lqd, Fri, Lqd I Lqd, Obs, r I 
Gld, Fri, Lqd I Gld, Obs, r I Stp, Stp, Lqd I Stp, 
Stp, Gld I Stp, Fri, Lqd I Fri, Stp, Lqd I Fri, Stp, 
Gld 

MidC32 -t Nas, Stp, Lqd I Nas, Stp, Nas I Nas, Stp, 
Fri I Nas, Stp, Stp I Nas, Stp, Afr I Lqd, Fri, Stp I 
Lqd, Fri, Nas I Lqd, Fri, Fri I Lqd, Stp, Stp I Lqd, 

1 Enumeration of all the elements in the CFG rules is 
obtained by reorganizing and supplementing several lists 
foWld in [8]. 

Stp, Lqd I Lqd, Stp, Fri I Lqd, Stp, Gld I Lqd, Stp, 
Afr I Fri, Fri, hh I r, C, C 

MidC20 -t p,l I p,r I p,w I p,y I b,l I b,r I b,w I b,y I 
t,r 1 t,w 1 t,y 1 d,r 1 d,w 1 d,y 1 k,ll k,r 1 k,w 1 k,y 1 
g,ll g,r I g,w I g ,y I f,ll f,r 1 f,y I v,ll v,r 1 v, y 1 
th,r I th,w I th, y I s,p I s,t I s,k I s,f I s,m I s,n I s,l 
I s,w I s, y I sh,p I sh,m 1 sh,l 1 sh,r I sh,w 1 hh,y 1 
hh,w I m,y I n,y ll,y 

MidC21 -t C, C 

Final-Coda, -t C I p, th I t, th I d, th I d,s,t I k,s I k,t 
I k,s,th I g, d I g , z I eh, t 1 jh, d I f, t I f, th 1 s, P 
I s, t 1 s, k I z, d I m, P 1 m, f 1 n, t 1 n, d 1 n, eh 1 
n, jh I n, th I n, s I n, z I ng, k I ng, th I ng , z ll, 
p I an d, l, b ll, t ll, d ll, k 11, eh ll , jh ll, f 11, 
v 11, th 11, s ll, z ll , sh ll, m ll, n ll,p ll,k I an 
d, l,k,s ll,f,th I r, Stp I r,ch I r,jh I r,f I r,v I r,th I 
r,s I r,z I r,sh I r,m I r,n I r,l 

The phoneme type categories are C (for consonants), 
V (for vowels), Nas (for nasals), Fri (for fricatives), Afr 
(for affricates), Gld (for glides), Obs (for obstruents), 
Stp (for stops), Lqd (for liquids). The MidC categories 
are used for assigning word-internal consonant clusters 
to either the previous syllable's coda or the next sylla-
ble's onset according to one of the following ways: 

MidC41 - 1 coda, 3 onsets 
MidC81- 1 coda, 2 onsets 
MidC82 - 2 codas, 1 onset 
MidC20 - 0 coda, 2 onset 
MidC21- 1 coda, 1 onset 

As an illustration, Fig. 1 shows the parse tree for 
the word display, which denotes that word display con-
sists of 2 syllables. The category 'CvCluster' is used 
for dealing with multiple syllables recursively; 'MidC' 
and 'MidC31' are categories of syllable middle conso-
nant clusters. The category '!nit-Onset' denotes the 
word-initial syllable onset. The separation of syllable-
internal consonants into coda and onset is based on the 
consonant types according to well established phono-
tactic principles. 

~~ordl 
!nil-Onset V CvCluster 

I I /---..__ 
c MidC V 

I I I 
d MidC31 ey 

~ 
Fri Stp Lqd 

I I I 
p I 

Figure 1: Parse tree for word display 

The parser output in the form of constituent tree is 
transformed into subsegmental feature structures [1, 5] 
while keeping the high-level information. This is illus-
trated in Fig. 2. Here the word display is parsed as a 
single word utterance with ub standing for utterance 
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sylable syllable 

~ub ~e 
Init-Onset Nucleus Onset Nucleus 

[ ~ J [ r-l o [~jf p J~ l J[ ~]I Lips 0 0 0 ClsLab 0 0 0 
T.Biade ClsAlv 0. CrtAlv 0 B.! 0 0 
T.Dorsum 0 D.1h 0 0 0 D.e D.j 
Velum 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Larynx V+ V+ V- V- V+ V+ V+ 

Figure 2: Subsegmental feature structure for word dis-
play 

beginning and ue for utterance end. Stress is denoted 
by 0 (unstressed syllable) or 1 (stressed syllable) under 
the node of Nucleus. The subsegmental feature struc-
ture is viewed as an autosegmental structure [1, 7] with 
skeletal and articulatory feature tiers and a prosodic 
structure placed on top of it. 

Feature overlapping is realized by the phonological 
rules we have implemented computationally, incorpo-
rating high-level linguistic information. We have used 
a temporal feature logic [1] as the theoretical basis for 
providing constraints in the formulation of the phono-
logical rules. 

2.2 A Temporal Feature Logic 
A temporal feature logic for the constraint-based 
approach to feature overlapping is a language 
.C(X, P, 7, C) where 

X is a set of variables: a, b, c .. x, y, z .. , etc. 

P is a prosodic structure: {syl, sylconst, seg, 
boundary, stress}. 

7 is a tier structure: { seg, articulator, feature}. 

C is a set of logical connectors: { o, -<, o, lXI, =,....,,V, A, 
V,:l,--T,:=,(,),T,..l}, where o, -<, o, and lXI 
are "dominance", "precedence", "overlap", and 
"mix", respectively. 

The prosodic structure 

1. Vxy, syl(x) 1\ x o y --T sylconst(y) V boundary(y) 
Syllable dominates syllable constituent or bound-
ary. 

2. Vxy, sylconst(x) 1\ x o y --T seg(y) V stress(y) 
Syllable constituent dominates segment or stress. 

3. Vx, boundary(x) --T x E {ub, ue, wb, we, mb, me} 
where the boundary symbols stand for utterance 
beginning, utterance end, word beginning, word 
end, morpheme beginning, morpheme end, respec-
tively. 

4. Vx, sylconst(x) -+ x E {onset, nucleus, coda} 
5. Vx, stress(x) --T x E {0, 1} 

The tier structure 

1. Vx, seg(x) --T 3y, xoyl\articulator(y) 
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2. Vx, articulator(x) --T 3y, x o y 1\ feature(y) 
3. Vx, articulator(x) -+ 

x E {lip, tbld, tdsm, vel, lyx} where the articula-
tor symbols stands for lip, 
tongue-blade, tongue-dorsum, velum and larynx, 
respectively. 

4. Vx, feature(x) --T poa(x)Vcdg(x)Vshape(x) where 
poa stands for place of articulation; cdg stands for 
constriction degree and shape stands for the shape 
of the lips. 2 

Dominance, Precedence, Overlap, and Mix 

The basic properties of o, -<, o are described in [1]. Some 
of the important ones are: 

Vxy, x -< y --T ...., x o y (mutual exclusion of o and -<) 
Vwxyz, w -< x 1\ x o y 1\ y -< z --T w -< z (transitivity 

of -< through o) 

Vxy, x o y --T x o y (locality constraint) 

The first two properties form the "no-crossing con-
straint" [1]. We abandon the "linearity constraint" 
which requires that events of the same sort be in prece-
dence relation only. Instead, we define two dominance 
relations so that sister events are in either precedence 
or overlap relations, regardless of sort: 

't/xy, X 0 Y :=X 0--:n y V X 00 n y (nE N) 

and add two properties: 

1. '<lax, ao--:n X --T 3y, ao--:n y 1\ (x-< y Vy-< x) 
x, y are in the same precedence group n. 

2. 'tJax, aOon X --T :Jy, aOon y 1\ X o y 
x, y are in the same overlap group n. 

The use of the subscript n for the modified dominance 
relations helps to avoid violation of the "no-crossing 
constraint" by identifying groups of dominated events. 
The advantages of this modified dominance relation are 

• Overlapping tiers dominated by a segment can be 
of the same (abstract) sort; and 

• Events of the same sort and on the same tier are 
allowed to overlap, which defines the mix relation 
lXI: 
Vaxy, tier; ( x) 1\ tier; (y) 1\ a o0 i x 1\ a o0 i y := x [X] y. 

This means if events on the same tier overlap in time, 
they are said to mix with each other. As an overlap 
can be either partial or complete, so is the mix relation. 
This mix relation is used to describe coarticulation in-
volving the same dimension in the articulatory feature 
space (i.e., eo-production). 

The temporal feature logic described above is mo-
tivated by empirical observations of speech data in-
cluding articulatory data and speech spectrograms. In 

2 Fig. 2 shows how prosodic and tier structures are mo-
tivated by subsegmental feature structures. 
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particular, we observe that subsegmental, articulatory 
features are components in forming a phoneme and 
at the same time these features can spread beyond 
the conventional boundaries of phonemes, exerting in-
fluences on the articulatory or acoustic properties of 
neighboring phonemes up to some distance away. If we 
consider such spreading as independent events, these 
events can take the form of temporal overlap or tem-
poral mix. Overlap refers to simultaneous events oc-
curring at different tiers (i.e., different articulatory fea-
ture), while mix refers to simultaneous events occur-
ring at the same tier. A combination of overlapping 
and mixing accounts for a great part of the transi-
tional phases between phonemes. In descriptive terms, 
these transitional phases in speech can be modeled by 
a set of feature bundles constructed from interactions 
across phonemes via the mechanisms of overlap and 
mix. These overlapped and mixed feature bundles "de-
rived" from the pre-defined, canonical, context inde-
pendent feature bundles (which are organized by the 
phoneme units) are then taken as the basic units of 
speech to form the HMM state topology for speech 
recognition. 

In Fig. 3, a spectrogram example is given to show 
some acoustic properties of the utterance step in which 
can be described by feature overlapping. The vowel 
/eh/ in word step contains two transitional phases. One 
has a carry-over tongue-tip feature spread from the pre-
vious phoneme /t/; this overlapped feature from /t/ 
to /eh/ accounts for the initial formant transition in 
/eh/. The second transitional phase contains a look-
ahead lips feature spread from the following phoneme 
/p/ . The acoustic effect is a most conspicuous formant 
transition over a major length of /eh/ with the formant 
transition targets towards those of /p/. The stop /p/, 
due to its coda position, has a very weak release phase. 
The spectral shape of the release burst in /p/ is affected 
by the look-ahead tongue dorsum feature spread from 
the following vowel /ih/. The vowel /ih/ is partially 
nasalized due to the velum feature spread from the fol-
lowing phoneme jnj. At the same time, both the lips 
feature from /p/ and the tongue-tip feature of /n/ have 
been overlapped into /ih/, creating the obvious formant 
transition throughout the entire vowel. 

3 Implementation 

3.1 Feature Specification for American En-
glish 

We use a consistent feature specification system for 
transforming segment symbols to feature bundles, 
which is carried out after syllable parsing and before 
the application of feature overlapping rules. This sys-
tem is characterized by the following key aspects: 

• Use five feature tiers (dimensions): Lips, Tongue-
Blade, Tongue-Dorsum, Velum and Larynxi. 

• Feature specification of segments is context inde-
pendent (i.e., showing canonical articulatory prop-
erties coded in symbolic forms) and language in-

Figure 3: A spectrogram example for step in illustrat-
ing acoustic properties associated with feature overlaps 

dependent 3 • 

• Open (underspecified) feature values are allowed 
in the feature specification system. These under-
specified feature values may be partially or fully 
filled by temporally adjacent (specified) features 
during the rule-controlled feature overlapping pro-
cess. The rules are unification based and are orga-
nized in terms of the syllable structure determined 
by the CFG syllable parser. (see Sections 3.2 and 
3.3 for details.) 

The feature specification system we have worked out 
for American English has the following specific prop-
erties. A total of 45 phonemes are classified into 8 
categories: stops, fricatives, affricates, nasals, liquids, 
glides, single vowels and diphthongs. Each phoneme 
is specified with a 5-dimensional feature bundle, corre-
sponding to the five articulators: Lips, Tongue-blade, 
Tongue-body, Velum and Larynx. The values for each 
dimension are symbolic, generally concerning the place 
and manner of articulation (which are distinct from 
other phonemes) for the relevant articulator. The fea-
ture values for any (canonically) irrelevant articulator 
are underspecified (denoted by feature value 0 as in 
Fig.2). 

3.2 Demi-Syllable as the Organizational Unit 
in Formulating Feature Overlapping 
Rules 

Based on the information obtained by the syllable 
parser and the feature specification (including under-
specification) of phoneme segments, the next step is to 
organize the information into demi-syllables, which are 
used to control the feature-overlapping rules to gener-
ate dynamic transition networks of overlapped or mixed 

3 The total repertoire of the featme values is intended 
for all segments of the world languages. For a particular 
language, only a subset of the repertoire is used. 
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feature bundles. A demi-syllable in our system is a se-
quence of broad-phonetic-class labels encompassing the 
phonemes in either syllable-onset plus nucleus, or nu-
cleus plus syllable-coda, together with high-level lin-
guistic information. The broad phonetic classes we 
have used are as follows: 

vO - unstressed vowel 
vl - stressed vowel 
gld- glides 
lqd - liquids 
nas- nasals 
afr - affricates 
fril - voiced fricative 
fri2 - voiceless fricative 
stpl - voiced stop 
stp2 - voiceless stop 

Other symbols included in a demi-syllable are re-
lated to the higher-level linguistic constraint informa-
tion. The word stress information is included in the 
vowel symbols. Other information contained in a demi-
syllable includes 

onset - word internal syllable onset, providing sylla-
ble constituent information 

ionset - word initial syllable onset, providing addi-
tional word boundary information 

coda - word internal syllable coda 
fcoda - word final syllable coda 

As examples, for the three words display, displace 
and strong, the demi-syllables for these words are 

(ionset,stpl, vO), (), ( onset,fri2,stp2,lqd, vl ),() 
(ionset,stpl, vO), ( vO,c~da,fri2), ( onset,stp2,lqd,vl ), 

(vl,fcoda,fri2), 
(ionset,fri2,stp2,lqd, vl) ,( vl,fcoda,nas), 

respectively. 
We have parsed over 6000 words in the TIMIT dic-

tionary and obtained 291 "demi-syllables". 

3.3 Phonological-Rule Formulation 

Given the computational framework based on temporal 
feature logic outlined above, the phonological rules have 
been formulated systematically based on subsegmental 
feature bundles, with the high-level linguistic informa-
tion providing constraint and control. The phonologi-
cal rules will produce asynchrony among the component 
features using the constraints provided by the high-level 
linguistic information. 

The data structure for implementing feature-over-
lapping rules are organized at two levels. The first 
level is called overlapping patterns, each of which cor-
responds to a demi-syllable. Let us denote a broad 
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phonetic category symbol in a demi-syllable by demi-
syllable constituent (DSC), then an overlapping pat-
tern is a list consisting of all DSCs in a demi-syllable, 
together with all possible operators capable of operat-
ing on each DSC given the high-level information. The 
overall data structure for an overlapping pattern then 
is of the following form: 

DSC-1: operatorl.l, operator1.2, .. . 
DSC-2: operator2.1, operator2.2, .. . 
DSC-3: operator3.1, operator3.2, .. . 

As an example, the overlapping pattern that deals 
with the second demi-syllable of the word display is 
defined as follows: 

opat((onset, fri2, stp2, lqd, vl), ((Op2, Op3, Opl3@1), 
(Op2, Opl25@15), (Op3, Op34@4), all)) (1) 

The first parenthesis above contains the information 
specifying this demi-syllable, indicating it is in word-
middle syllable onset (high-level information) and con-
tains a total of four DSCs - voiceless fricative /s/, 
voiceless stop fp/, liquid /1/, and stressed vowel fey/. 
The remaining parentheses contain, for each of the four 
DSCs, varied numbers of possible operators which we 
discuss now. 

The next level of the phonological-rule data structure 
is the operator structure. An operator dictates how 
feature overlapping or mixing takes place over a set 
of sequential feature bundles in specific demi-syllables. 
Each operator consists of four components: 1) action-
indicator, 2) tier-indicator, 3) (optional) feature-value 
constraint, and 4) relative-timing indicator. 

Details are provided for each of the four components. 
First, three choices are possible for an action-indicator: 

L/R: Look-ahead/carry-over feature spread or overlap 
into an underspecified slot 

M/N: Look-ahead/carry-over mix (i.e. eo-production) 
on the same feature tier 

S: Substitution offeature values (e.g. for flap, glottal-
stop, phone reduction or deletion, unreleased stop 
at syllable coda, etc.) 

Second, a tier-indicator is a value specifying at which 
feature tier there will be feature overlapping or mix-
ing or substitution. The convention we used is: tier-
indicator=! for the Lips tier, tier-indicator=2 for the 
Tongue-Blade tier, tier-indicator=3 for the Tongue-
Dorsum tier, tier-indicator=4 for the Velum tier, and 
tier-indicator=5 for the Larynx tier. 

Third, a value constraint may be used to require that 
the spreading feature must have a specific value for the 
operator to be active. That is, the operator can be 
prohibited for other feature values. 

Fourth, a relative-timing indicator is used to specify 
how deep a feature spreading should go into an adja-
cent phoneme. In the current implementation of the 
model, we use four relative-timing levels: 25%, 50%, 
75%, and 100% (full) of overlaps with respect to the 
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Lips 

T.Biade 

T.Dorsum 

Velum 

Larynx 

/U /r/ 

Rnd.r 

ClsAiv B.r 

ASP 

lrl 

Figure 4: Results of applying operator Op125@15 for 
jtj in jt r/ context 

entire duration of the phoneme. Alternatively multi-
ple levels can be specified for an operator to reflect the 
statistical nature of feature-spreading depth. 

While an operator is defined in the above four-
component data structure, only the name of the op-
erator is used in specifying an overlapping pattern as 
in ( 1). The name of the operator acts as a pointer to 
the four-component definition of the operator discussed 
above. The syntax for an operator-name is: 

Operator-Name := Op N+ [@ N+] 
N := 1 I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 

where the number(s) after Op stands for (simultaneous) 
overlapping tiers, and the number(s) after the symbol@ 
stands for tiers at which value constraint is (optionally) 
imposed. 

An example in Fig.4 shows the result of applying 
an operator named Opl25@15 to the canonical feature 
bundles of the phoneme sequence /t/, /rf. This oper-
ator is defined as (125@15,L-1-rnd,M-2,L-5-V +,(0.5-0.25-
0.25, 1-0.25-0.25)). 

In this definition, the three tiers (component two) 
Lips (1), Tongue-Blade (2) and Larynx (5) will be ma-
nipulated by the actions (component one) M and L, 
with tiers 1 and 5 constrained by the values rnd and 
V+ (component three). There are two simultaneous 
timing indicators (component four) 0.5-0.25-0.25, and 
1-0.25-0.25, which means that feature spreading at the 
three specified tiers will go into the left feature bundle 
in two possible ways: 1) Lips feature spreading to 50% 
of the entire duration, and Tongue-Blade and Larynx 
feature spreading to 25%, or 2) Lips feature spreading 
to the entire duration and the Tongue-Blade and Lar-
ynx feature spreading to 25%. As a consequence of this 
operator, two new feature bundles (transitional phases) 
are derived. Two possible transition configurations are 
also shown in Fig 4. 

As another example, the operator with the name 
Op125@15 in the overlapping pattern example of (1) 
above works as follows: It operates on the stop con-
sonant fp/ so that the lips (tier-indicator=!), tongue-
blade (tier-indicator=2), and larynx (tier-indicator=5) 
features of the liquid /1/ will spread to the stop's fea-
ture bundle. 

Demi-Syllable List 
leftward scan 

Match Overlapping Pattems 

Get Definition of Operators 

Apply Operators 

d result rightw 

Combine Results 

state transition graph 

Figure 5: The overlapping feature bundle generator 

3.4 Overlapping Feature Bundle Generator 
An overlapping feature bundle generator is a program 
which 1) scans the input sequence of feature bundles 
with high-level linguistic information; 2) matches them 
to corresponding overlapping patterns; 3) executes 
overlapping (or mixing) operations specified in the over-
lapping patterns during the two separate, leftward-scan 
and rightward-scan processes;4 and 4) integrates the re-
sults of leftward-scan and rightward-scan processes to 
produce a state-transition network. A block diagram 
of the overlapping feature bundle generator is shown in 
Fig.5. 

In the program implementing the feature bundle gen-
erator, the following constraints are used to limit the 
solution space: 

Vxy, seg(x) I\ seg(y) I\ x-< y I\ operator(x, l#n) 
--+ feature(y, n, f) I\ -.f = 0 

Vxy, seg(x) 1\seg(y) 1\x-< yl\operator(x,l#n#fl) 
--+ feature(y, n, /2) I\ isa(f2, /1). 

The first constraint above says that in a look-ahead 
feature spreading operation, 5 the relevant slot of the 
right phoneme must have a specified value (i.e., the 
underspecified feature value does not spread). The sec-
ond constraint above says that when the feature-value 
constraint6 of an operator is given, then the relevant 
slot of the right phoneme must have a specified value 
which is of the same type as the one specified in the 
operator. 

At the final stage of the generator program, the 
results of both leftward-scan and rightward-scan pro-
cesses are integrated. The integration is such that any 
two feature bundles overlapping in time will merge their 
features to form the final feature bundle set. 

In the implementation of the overlapping feature 
bundle generator, each overlapping pattern defines a set 
of context-sensitive phonological rules. 7 Look-ahead 

4 The execution starts from the right-most phoneme for 
the leftward-scan process, and it starts from the left-most 
phoneme for the rightward-scan process. 

5 Similar constraints can be given for carry-over feature 
spreading operations. 

6 I.e., component 3 of an operator. 
7 The rules are the 4-component operators defined in each 
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Figure 6: Feature overlaps for words display (upper) 
and displace (lower) 

and carry-over scanning initiate and order the phono-
logical rule applications. The constraints in the opera-
tors limit all possible operators for each phoneme to a 
reasonably small subset. Within the subset of operators 
applicable to a phoneme, the order of the rule applica-
tions is determined by the "rule-specificity", which is 
determined by the number of tiers the operator acts on 
and by whether they are constrained by feature values. 

This overlapping feature bundle generator has been 
programmed in Prolog. The output of the generator is 
a state-transition network for a speech utterance and is 
used as an HMM topology for the feature-based speech 
recognizer. 
3.5 Feature Overlapping Examples 
The first example shows how the words display and 
displace have the feature bundles overlap as the result 
of rule application. After syllable parsing, overlapping 
pattern matching and overlapping operator application, 
the results of the feature overlaps for these two words 
are shown in Fig. 6. Importantly, due to the different 
syllable constituent assignment of /s/ (/d ih s . p I 
ey s/ vs. /d ih . s p I ey /) distinct overlapping rules 
in separate overlapping patterns are specified for the 
two words. This gives rise to the correct phonological 
process that the /p/ in displace tends to be aspirated 
and the /p/ in display becomes largely unaspirated. 

The second example comes from the word strong, 
which contains several optional feature overlaps and 
mixes8 over a variable temporal extent involving lip-
rounding and nasalization. The results of the feature 
overlaps and mixes are shown in Fig. 7. Such variabil-
ity gives rise to a complex network (i.e., state-transition 
graph) as the output of the overlapping feature bundle 
generator. 

4 Speech Recognition Experiments 
In this section we describe our recent speech recognition 
experiments using overlapping feature bundle genera-
tion described earlier in this paper. Our experiments 

overlapping pattem for each phoneme in context. 
8 feature overlapping at the same Tongue-Tip and 

Tongue-Dorsum tiers. 
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Figure 7: Feature overlaps and mixes for word strong 

were carried out using the TIMIT database and the 
task of word recognition. Our preliminary experimen-
tal results show that this approach is a promising one 
with a number of potential directions of improvement. 

4.1 Automatic Creation of HMM Topology for 
Speech Recognition 

The feature-based speech recognizer we have con-
structed uses a special HMM topology to represent pro-
nunciation variabilities in fluent speech. The variabil-
ities are modeled by parallel feature-bundle state se-
quences as a result of applying phonological rules to the 
canonical , lexical pronunciation representa tions. The 
HMM topology is created automatically, one for each 
TIMIT word. As a summary, this process includes the 
following steps: 1) Parse each phoneme string in each 
word into a syllable structure and then a demi-syllable 
sequence; 2) Match the demi-syllable sequence to its 
corresponding feature-overlapping pattern; 3) Select a 
subset of feature-overlapping operators (defined in the 
feature-overlapping pattern) for each phoneme accord-
ing to the featural context embedded in the sentence; 4) 
Apply the operators (as phonological rules) in the or-
der from high to low specificity; 5) Generate a. full set 
of overlapped or mixed feature bundles and use them 
as HMM states after the operator applications;9 and 
6) Generate state-transition graphs for all the words 
in TIMIT from the parallel feature-bundle transition 
paths. The last step creates the feature-based pro-
nunciation dictionary for a total of 6110 TIMIT words. 
Note that only 901 HMM states are used and long-span 
context dependence has been incorporated due to the 
applications of long-span feature overlapping operators 
(rules) in step 4) above. 

4.2 Statistics in Training and Test Data 

The full set of TIMIT database used in our experiments 
consists of 630 speakers in 8 dialect regions, of which 
462 are in the training set and 168 are in the test set. 
The sentences in the training and the test sets are dis-
joint, except for the two sentences sal and sa2, which 
were spoken by every speaker once. The training set 
contains 4620 sentences and the test set 1680. The 
training set contains 4890 distinct words and the test 
set 2375. Among the total 6110 words in TIMIT, 1155 
word eo-occur in the training and test sets. The remain-
ing 1220 words are unique to the test set (i.e., distinct 

9 A total of 901 such states are automatically generated 
from all TIMIT sentences in the training set. 
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from all words in training). 
The entire set of TIMIT words (training and test 

sets) gave rise to a total of 901 HMM states, one cor-
responding to each distinct feature bundle constructed 
from feature-overlapping operators. Among the total 
of 901, the test set contains 754 states, of which 717 
states also occur in the training set. 37 states occur 
uniquely in the test set. 10 

Compared with words, the training and test sets 
share each other much more based on the feature bun-
dles. The 4890 words in the training set account for 95 
percent of feature bundles in the words in the test set, 
although they only account for 48 percent of the words 
in the test set. 

4.3 The Training Procedure 
In the first stage of HMM training, each word is given 
a feature-defined HMM topology, and this HMM is 
trained with the MFCC data computed from the wave-
form files. Word-boundary information, provided by 
the TIMIT data, is used in training all the HMMs. At 
this stage, the Hlnit and HRest tools in HTK are used. 

The second stage is state-tying. Since states in in-
dividual word HMMs are derived from feature overlap-
ping, each state in a model is made to correspond to 
a unique set (five in number) of features. This infor-
mation is used for tying all the states in all the word 
HMMs to the global901 states. After state-tying, there 
are only 901 unique states with trained single mixture 
Gaussian left for the entire model set. These are then 
put into a master macro file according to the HTK for-
mat. The original word HMMs are then written using 
macro definitions for those states. The transition ma-
trix is retained. After the state-tying, parameter reesti-
mation was carried out again by the HTK tool HERest, 
during which the number of Gaussian mixtures for each 
HMM state was also increased from one to five. 

4.4 Speech Recognition Test Results 
We have carried out speech recognition experiment ac-
cording to the above training procedure. Since the test 
set has half of the words distinct from the training set 
sentences, these missing words are given HMM models 
using the state macros (i.e., a string name linking it to 
a state model in the master macro file). The prelimi-
nary results on the TIMIT test set (1680 sentences) are 
as follows. When no language model is used, the rec-
ognizer gives the word correct rate of 33.77% and the 
word accuracy of 28.19%. When a bigram language 
model is used, 11 the word correct rate is improved to 
76.82% and the word accuracy rate to 75.17%. 

5 Discussion 
In this paper, we report our recent theoretical devel-
opment of an overlapping feature-based phonological 

10For these "unseen" feature bundles in the test set, we fix 
their HMM parameters by using data from trained similar 
states. 

11 The language model was derived from the whole set of 
TIMIT sentences. 

model which has long-span contextual dependence. We 
also report the initial implementation of the model and 
some preliminary speech recognition experiments using 
TIMIT data. We extend the earlier work [5, 6] by incor-
porating high-level linguistic and prosodic constraints 
in automatic construction of the feature-based speech 
units. The linguistic information explored includes ut-
terance, word, morpheme, syllable, syllable constituent 
categories and word stress markers. A consistent com-
putational framework, based on temporal feature logic, 
has been developed for the construction of the phono-
logical model. 

One use of the feature-based phonological model in 
automatic speech recognition is to provide the HMM 
state topology for the conventional recognizers, serv-
ing as a pronunciation model that directly characterizes 
acoustic variability due to phonetic context and speak-
ing style changes. We have built a feature-based speech 
recognizer using the HTK tool for this purpose. 

Our future research will involve use of the feature-
based model developed in this work to control the dy-
namic process of speech production at the phonetic 
level. Seamless interface between the feature-based 
phonological model and the dynamic phonetic model 
for the true speech process has the potential to over-
come many of the critical limitations of the current 
HMM-based speech recognition technology which has 
virtually no structure of the speech process built into 
the speech model. 
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